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Background 
About 840 million people (11% of the world population) do not have access to electricity1. In Southeast 

Asia alone, 125 million people lack access to stable electricity out of 625 million people2. The Southeast 

Asian geography of distributed, multiple archipelagos pose a demanding challenge in its electrification. 

This is particularly true for Indonesia and Philippines with about 17,000 islands and 7,000 islands, 

respectively, while countries in the Greater Mekong Subregion have communities far from cities and 

towns. For supplying electricity to these isolated areas, longer national grid transmission lines under the 

sea and within the forests need to be constructed. This significantly increases the costs in building and 

maintaining such transmission lines additionally to technical issues that may arise. Furthermore, the active 

power demand of these receiving communities is usually low, and so, the revenues will not economically 

justify the construction and operation of either such lines or large scale conventional or renewable energy 

plants3.   

Isolated grids and distributed energy generation offer a unique and simple solution to such challenges. 

They are local solutions and can be customized depending on the communities’ demand. They generate 

electricity near the demand and avoid the need for large transmission infrastructure and related line 

power losses. Therefore, the deployment of such microgrid systems is essential for remote, mountainous, 

island, and isolated electricity access.  

Energy access is not just about electricity access, but also about access to clean cooking fuels. The number 

of people without clean energy access is far greater the number of people without electricity. In South 

East Asia about 45% of the population still lack access to clean cooking fuels4. 

The Sustainable Development Goal 7 aspires to achieve 100% electricity access by 2030.  To forward this 

agenda, active use of isolated grids will be required in the near future. It should be noted that even for 

larger autonomous power systems in islands long time ago electrified not only in South East Asia (mostly 

addressed in our project) but also for Europe, there are specific operational challenges for the cost-

efficient and environmentally friendly Energy supply. But human resources to plan, build, operate and 

maintain these systems will also be required. Education and training, knowledge and skills for handling 

these systems effectively will be essential. Therefore, MSc programs devoted to such topics are 

imperative. A new generation of engineers 

and scientists should be made be aware of 

Intelligent Energy Systems, Energy 

Management, Renewable Energy Generation, 

Energy Conservation and other relevant topics 

for them to be equipped to solve future energy 

challenges.  This is the reason for this co-

operation among EU and South East Asian 

Countries within MESfIA project. 

Objectives of MESfIA 
The “Mastering Energy Supply focusing on 

Isolated Areas” (MESfIA) aims to provide high 

KEY QUESTIONS 

- What are all the parameters that ensure effective 

curriculum design in isolated areas? 

- What are some of the administrative and academic 

matters to be established for successful operation 

of the program? 

- How to ensure student enrollment and 

participation of donors and partners? 

- What are some of the key features for success of 

the program? 
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quality postgraduate education (Masters Program) on energy supply systems for engineers and graduates 

from science and 

engineering departments. 

Such a program will be 

ideal for graduates looking 

for employment in 

countries with needs for 

distributed-generation, 

off-grid energy supply and 

many isolated areas, such 

as islands and mountains.  

Figure 1 The MESfIA consortium countries 

What has been done till now in MESfIA? 
Before designing a new or updated MSc program there should be some investigation on whether such an 

MSc would be useful for the society, what are the specific skills that the graduates should have acquired, 

what type of equipment is available and should be bought and to what extent similarities with existing 

similar programs do exist. In line with these questions, four major surveys have already been completed 

under the MESfIA project including: 

1. Survey on the needs regarding systems, installation and society 

This first survey identified the detailed answers how the proposed Masters program will assist the needs 

of isolated areas. In other words, this survey clarifies the interlinkages between energy access in isolated 

areas and other services for these areas; and how a Masters Program in isolated areas will not only address 

the electrification challenge but also ease other issues faced by these remote communities. It also 

explored the different types of typology that fall under “isolated areas,” these include islands, remote 

mountainous communities, population living in forests and villages very far from the national grid. 

The results of the survey identified the main problems that people in isolated areas face daily: these 

include healthcare services and clean water challenges. Access to electricity would help in storing 

vaccines, using healthcare equipment, pumping, purifying and even desalinating water which would in 

turn improve the quality of lives of isolated communities. Access would also help boost economic 

activities, such as farming, fishing and tourism. Not surprisingly some issues are common in both residents 

in island or remote regions of both Europe and South East Asia. In the most remote areas in South East 

Asia, currently, in general use electricity for lighting and food storage only. They seldom use electricity for 

cooking, and HVAC systems.  

2. Survey on the needs regarding technical training 

This survey explored the different types of skills, jobs, training topics and challenges that the energy supply 

sector face and what will be the training needs to be able to better maintain, manage and make it a 

sustainable Energy Supply system. In terms of skills, there are two main types of skills that need to be 
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ensured in personnel working in the energy supply sector: the hard, technical skills with particular focus 

on the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) subjects and the soft, personal skills 

that include leadership, time-management, communication, commercial understandings, etc.  

This survey noted the jobs in the energy supply sector could be in academic, research, design and R&D, 

Manufacturing Engineering, Vocational Education and Training for repair and maintenance, finance jobs, 

project management and business development related employment. Training topics for different energy 

sources such as solar, wind, biomass and hydro, as well as in the electricity sector were also noted and 

some issues that may not be a problem for large power systems should be addressed for smaller isolated 

ones. 

Some of the emerging topics in the context of isolated areas that should be included in the trainings to 

make energy sector professionals aware and better prepared to address the future needs include new 

technologies, interventions and challenges, energy security, smart grids, metering systems, energy 

storage, energy efficiency, and applications of energy services.  

3. Survey on Lab Infrastructures and distance learning 

The survey on lab infrastructure, software tools and distance learning tools aim to make a complete list 

of the different tools partner universities use for training their students - soft and hard.  

The lab equipment survey identifies components and their vendors for procurement. Some of the noted 

equipment include: Transformers, DC Motors, Generators, Electrical drive, converters, Distribution 

System, etc. The above could also be constructed by students to not only to save on procurement costs 

but also to enhance students’ technical skills (see Figure 2 for an example) 

Software support is an integral part of student training as they can simulate real life scenarios and faults 

for students to better understand systems. The participating universities use the following software in 

their training: RETScreen, HOMER, MATLAB, PSCAD, DIgSILENT, PVSyst, WindPRo, PSAT etc.  

In addition, a replica/prototype model of actual isolated or microgrid systems can be prepared in the lab 

to simulate and learn for real time operations, testing and visualizations by using OPAL-RT and/or RTDS 

systems, which involves both hardware and software. However, these systems are expensive. 
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Figure 2: Self Constructed Transformer for training purposes in the Hellenic Mediterranean University 

Distance learning and teleconferencing are also being used for more efficient communication and 

increasing student participation. Additionally, such infrastructure can be used for using expensive 

infrastructure in partner countries like the case of TALOS infrastructure in Crete5. 

In any case, there should be particular caution on the procedure of acquiring equipment so that any 

additions are timely and complementary to existing infrastructure. 

4. Survey on Similar MSc Programs in Europe and Asia 

For preparing an updated or new Master Program, the fourth survey explored similar Masters programs 

and topics that are usually addressed in the context of isolated areas. The survey spanned across 

universities in EU, Southeast Asia and Pacific islands to be able to better understand their similarities and 

differences in their academic and administrative aspects. Special focus was given on MScs provided in 

island Universities. 

This survey highlights the individual courses, topics, graduation requirements, duration of the program, 

number of credits, inclusion of internships, field trip into the curriculum and many more details of Masters 

programs in Europe, Southeast Asia and Pacific islands. It was found that for most universities, the 

departments of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering are the ones that offer courses relevant to MESfIA 

targets. However, MSc programs focusing on built area and buildings could help support energy efficiency 

measures for buildings in such areas. Subjects on Building energy efficiency are more common in Europe 

than in South east Europe. Also, a need for specialized MSc in finance or business administration courses 

specialized for the energy sector was noted. Master programs in Environmental engineering could offer 

some insight on generic sustainability issues. 

What is expected in this WP 1.5? 
The idea for the RoadMap is to provide an explicit detailed procedural aspect on what is needed to be 

done for the development of the MSc program as envisaged in the MESfIA project. This report takes an 
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integrated approach to all the requirements, consideration and process for building relevant, successful 

and sustainable MSc courses. It will serve as a guideline to the MESfIA consortium and also to any other 

universities interested to start new or enhance their Masters programs focusing on isolated areas.  

How is this report structured? 
This report is structured to provide guidelines on all academic, administrative and student related 

activities that need to be considered for the development and operation of an MSc program focusing on 

Energy supply in isolated areas. It is divided into eight sections: 

1. Background – Demonstrating the need - This (current) section highlights the requirement of MSc 

programs focusing on isolated areas, need for the MESfIA project and presents the details of the 

survey carried out in support of this initiative.  

2. Design of the Curriculum - This chapter discusses the overall rationale of the selection of course 

outline, the teaching pedagogy and also includes details on the surveys carried out so far.  

3. Administrative Process - The administrative details of the new Program, such as, the duration of 

the course, number of credits will be noted in this chapter.  

4. Academic Matters - The overall preparation of the course material, quizzes exams and the 

evaluation procedure will be discussed here.  

5. Student Enrolment and Scholarships - To ensure the success of such a program, student enrollment, 

promotions and identification of donors will be examined in under student enrolment and 

scholarships.  

6. Employment of Graduates - The employment of the graduates determines the success of the 

program. Therefore, the entry level of graduates, the range of positions that they occupy, and their 

potential employers will be reviewed here.  

7. Feedback, Monitoring and Upgrading of Material - Technological advances in a dynamic issue, 

therefore constant monitoring and evaluation processes will be inspected here.  

8. Collaboration - This section will highlight potential consideration for joint programs within the 

MESfIA consortium partners.  

9. Summary - This final section will summarize the requirements, and processes discussed so that a 

clear roadmap is visible for all universities willing to start and enhance programs in isolated areas. 
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Design of the Curriculum 
The design of the curriculum is a key to bridge the skill gap that exists in the energy sector for isolated 

areas. The design should be done in consultation with stakeholders to make sure that the final product 

satisfies bridges the knowledge gap. The curriculum should attract students and potential partners who 

would want trained human resources for addressing challenges in isolated areas. A well-designed 

curriculum can ensure an overall development of knowledge, skills and understanding of the given topic. 

For a curriculum to be relevant and effective there are several parameters that need to be considered. 

Each of them will be discussed in the following sections.  

Research Topic-Typology of Isolated Areas  
‘Isolated areas’ does not have one definition but can be defined in multiple ways: 

 Far from the grid: Remote areas where the distance to the grid infrastructure is very far and rather 

expensive for the grid to be extended 

 Mountainous areas: Far off mountainous areas where it is difficult and expensive to set up grid 

infrastructure and transmission lines.  

 Areas constrained by restricted zones, e.g., forest reserve and difficult terrain.  

 Islands: Small and large islands, that have no connection to the grid. 

 Temporarily isolated areas due to natural disasters. 

 Other Isolated areas: Communication Systems (Repeaters, Mobile phone base stations) 

Lighthouses, Armed forces check-points, Natural gas or oil pipelines check points, Environmental 

monitoring systems (such as weather stations, seismographic networks etc), Local Health centers 

especially for keeping vaccines, Pumping Stations, Street Lighting etc.  

 

 

All these types of isolated areas will need different types of renewable energy sources to satisfy their 

electrification needs. Mountainous areas will have ample access to streams and rivers for setting up 

pico/micro hydro plants. Areas far from the grid are often inside reserve forests which will have plenty of 

access to biomass. Biomass can then be used for electricity generation for them. Islands usually in the 
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tropical regions have abundant solar radiation which can be used to set up small solar PV systems for 

electrification. Islands may also have small wind turbines to harvest electricity from them.  

Objective of the Curriculum 
The objective of the curriculum will be to provide a relevant curriculum for isolated areas to a new 

generation of engineers who need to maintain and manage isolated energy systems in EU and Asia-Pacific. 

Figure 3 indicated the overall structure of the curriculum designing. The first requirement is to have the 

learning strategies and pedagogies, the next section looks at the program learning outcomes and outputs 

from previous work packages and the last section deals with practical activities such as lab sessions and 

field visits under this program.  

 

Figure 3: Components of Curriculum Design 

Student-Centered, Practice-Oriented and Work-Ready Graduates 

Student Centered Learning 

Student centered learning keeps the student at the core of the education and ensures their overall growth 

and development; not just their technical know-how but also their communication skills, interpersonal 

skills and self-confidence6. To ensure a student-centered learning, a small student to faculty ratio is a good 

indicator.  

Practice Oriented Learning  

To assist in the learning of the student, test their skills and guarantee their development, new pedagogical 

approaches may be deployed. Students should be able to work and learn together, make presentations, 

and present their work. This will not only sharpen the skills of students, but also build teamwork and 

enhance their communication skills that is so important in the workplace. Further, only conformity of the 
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classrooms will also not expose students to the real challenges. They should be taken to real site locations, 

allowed to experiment and find their own solutions to problems. Their practical skills should be developed 

as this is will be of use when they move to their careers7.  

Work Ready Graduates 

An education environment is very different from a work environment; just like an experiment is from real 

life. Whoever, students should be ready to take on real life challenges once they have completed their 

masters. To be able to better equip them with a skill set relevant for successful careers, field visits and 

internships should be encouraged during their study program8. During their visits and internships, they 

will learn/know what is expected of them after completion of their studies as well as find out the working 

conditions and real-world challenges. Altogether, with these preparations, students will then be ready to 

take on real world careers and challenges.  

Active Learning 
Active learning includes a range of new teaching methods that are different from the traditional lecturing 

methods. These new methods ensure that students are engaged and participate in the learning instead 

of being simple listeners. Usually these pedagogical strategies for active learning include time in class but 

could also include group and individual research and reflections. Some of the activities that could be 

examples of active learning are shown in Figure 4. These could be activities like problem solving and 

discussions but could also include case studies, role playing and serious games.  

 

Figure 4: Active Learning Strategies 

Source: C. O’Neal & T. Pinder-Grove, Center for Research on Learning & teaching, University of Michigan9 

Soft Skills 
 

Soft skills refer to interpersonal skills and communication skills that makes a person easy to work with. 

There is no one definition for soft skills, they include the following: 
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MESFIA project plans to instill these soft skills in the curricula, so that graduates from the MSc programs 

are not just only technically ready. 

Learning Outcomes 
The learning outcomes are the expertise that is expected from students once they have completed their 

Masters program. The overall learning outcomes will be developed in Work Package 2 for the MESFIA 

project. The learning outcomes are divided into two types of outcomes, the core (region) outcomes and 

the country specific outcomes.  

Core Learning Outcomes: The core learning outcomes will be a decision made by the consortium of 

MESFIA. This will specify the key areas that students will need to have a sound understanding, and 

fundamental skills and knowledge that will be on isolated areas.  

Country/University Specific Learning Outcomes:  Country/University specific learning outcomes will be 

decided by each participating university based on their local situation/conditions.  

As a result of the learning outcomes the students should have the following capacities: 

 Design and analyze energy systems for isolated areas, including resource estimation, resource – 

technology interface, and end use equipment selection and their application; 

 Provide reliable energy supply to isolated areas for standard appliances e.g., lighting, 

refrigeration, fans and requirements of small enterprises purposes;  

 Select the most appropriate equipment depending on the site and size of the installation; 

Teamwork: With today’s 

globalized and hyper-

connected world, 

working individually is 

not the solution. 

Students must learn to 

cooperate, contribute, 

support, and work 

together with their 

colleagues.  

Leadership: 

Leadership skills will 

be necessary for 

graduates to be able 

to lead their teams in 

the future and their 

overall career 

development.  

 

Problem Solving: 

The real world is full 

of challenges and 

students should be 

able to solve 

problems when 

they are employed.  

 

Communication 

Skills: 

Communication skills 

are essential to 

concretely, crisply 

communicate and 

explain matters. If 

graduates 

communicate 

clearly, they will be 

able to achieve their 

goals faster.  

 

Time 

Management: 

With ever 

increasing 

number of tasks 

that employees 

must perform, 

time management 

will help them in 

achieving their 

priority tasks on 

time and create a 

work-life balance.  
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 Use hybrid sources of energy to maintain required parameters, e.g., frequency, voltage within the 

designated level; 

 Conduct techno-economic, social, and environmental impact assessment of energy use/projects 

in isolated areas; 

 Incorporate sustainable development principles in the curriculum.  

The consortium partners can choose the direction and academic strength they would like to use to shape 

their final curriculum under the MESFIA project.  

Outputs from Earlier Work Packages – Surveys 
Four surveys that have been carried out to support the implementation of the MESFIA program.  

1. Survey on the needs regarding Systems, Installations and Society 

This was the topic of Task 1.1 and the corresponding Deliverable. This was considered as a very valuable 

input to any effort for focusing on MSc programs.  

Access to Electricity in the Participating Asian Countries 

The survey performed in Task 1.1 has shown that the countries of the regions have made significant 

progress over the past decade. There are areas yet to be electrified and Renewable Energy sources play a 

vital role on it. This identifies the social impact that our project may have.  

Indonesia: The larger islands of Indonesia have already 100% access to electricity. Far-off regions and 

remote islands still have very low electrification access as presented in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 5. 

 
Table 1: Least Electrified areas in Indonesia as of end 2017 

Area Electrification  Rate (%) 

NTT 59.85 

Papua 61.42 

Sultra 75.57 

Sulteng 78.59 

Kaltara 80.26 

NTB 81.55 

Sumsel 86.24 
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Figure 5 Rural Electrification in Indonesia (As included in Kick-off presentations of MESfIA project) 

 

- Thailand: Many small islands in the Gulf of Thailand and Andaman Sea still use diesel generators to 

meet their energy demands. Classic examples of such islands include Ko Phi Phi Lee, Ko Rang, Ko Tao, 

Ko Tapu, Ko Tarutao, Similan Islands10. There are some remote mountainous areas in the northern 

part of Thailand which are off-grid. Pico-hydropower or solar system are used as a power generator 

for those areas.  

- Vietnam: Most of Vietnam has been already electrified. Only some areas in the north, mainly in 

Quang Nam and Quang Ngai provinces still do not have access to electricity. These are mountainous 

areas, host ethnic minorities who are mainly farmers.  

- Pacific: The Pacific Islands roughly include 900+ islands and covers 15% of the global surface area. 

With these highly dispersed islands, electricity access is a major challenge with 8 million people 

without access to electricity. Out of those 8 million, about 6.6 million are from Papua New Guinea. 

Electricity tariffs are high at about 0.45$/kWh. Yet, these islands are high potential of renewable 

energy such as hydropower in Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, the Federated 

States of Micronesia, and Vanuatu, geothermal in Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, and 

Vanuatu, solar and little bit of wind. Isolated energy generation is deployed in all the Pacific island 

countries to meet their demands11 

 

Challenges of Energy Access in Isolated Areas 

 There is no access to grid or no ‘reliable’ access to grid electricity12 
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 Limited infrastructures which include limited health infrastructure, schools etc13.  

 Economic activities that come only from tourism, fishing or forest farming industry14 

 Isolated areas are often centres of tourist attraction for their natural beauty, scenery and 

environment. However, excessive tourism lead to overall environmental degradation including 

waste disposal and water pollution and inaccessibility of safe drinking water15.  

 Biomass use is closely linked to isolated areas as most cooking energy needs there are met by 

biomass. Nevertheless, over exploitation of biomass and local forests can lead to permanent 

deforestation, thus harming the environment16. 

 Significant fluctuation in demand and supply of power in isolated areas; no storage of power17. 

Benefits of Isolated Areas Electrification  

 Healthcare: With electrification, life-

saving medicines and vaccines can be 

stored to improve health care access and 

facilities for people living in isolated 

areas18.  

 Value Added to Food Produce: More 

efficient preservation of food and 

elimination of food losses19. 

 Education: With access to electricity, 

children study longer in the evenings, thus 

ensuring better academic performance20. 

 Income Generation: With electricity 

access, locals can start small enterprises 

and handicraft making. Once their 

products are sold, at the local/city market, 

their incomes can be pushed up. This has been noted are the Energy+ approach by UNDP21. Even 

machines can improve the productivity significantly. 

 Safety/security: Well-lit roads provide a sense of safety and security for the communities living in 

isolated areas. 

 Women Empowerment: Women can participate in income generating activities thus empowering 

them.  

Survey on the needs of the society 

 Do societal stakeholders feel that 

such an MSc would be interesting? 

 Review bibliography from similar 

regions 

 Is such an Msc useful for the society 

 What are the local needs that should 

be addressed? 

 What are the skills that graduates 

should have to succeed?  
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 Access to Information and ICT: Electricity access also fosters access to the internet and therefore 

more information which the local people can benefit from 

 

2. Survey on the needs regarding Student Skill 

Development 

The most basic requirements for successful 

training/education must reach the most appropriate 

audience, at the right time and deliver the most relevant 

content. This survey was essential to identify technical 

issues that should be addressed during the description 

and the finalization of the curricula along with the subject 

of the technical material to be used. 

 

Generic Skills 

To plan and build isolated energy systems, planners and 

engineers will need to have a strong understanding of 

socio-economic, technology, engineering and policy and 

planning subjects. Other generic skills that must have 

include soft skills such as leadership, team building etc. 

discussed in a separate section at the end of this chapter.  

 

Specific  

- Energy Demand in Isolated Areas: Energy demand in rural areas is often very low and their energy 

needs typical cover cooking and lighting. However, it may be good to increase their energy needs 

for economic generating activities so that they can generate income. These would include small 

scale machines for processing agricultural products, as well as for making of arts and craft items.  

- Exploitation of Renewable Energy Resources: Training on multiple levels will be required to 

exploit renewable energy for electrification in isolated areas. 

- Capacity to use software tools such as- RETSCREEN, HOMER, etc. 

- Technology: Students should demonstrate knowledge on the workings of a wind turbine, 

biomass boiler, solar PV technology, microgrid. This will allow them to choose and 

combine from all available options.  

- Microgrid System Designing and Sizing: System designing, and sizing are some of the core 

skills that students must possess.  

- Installation: Practical knowledge of setting up micro solar PV systems etc. must also be 

known to students. Very often small developers and engineers need by themselves install 

the systems and cannot hire a separate team for installations.  

- Operation and Maintenance supply system: Isolated areas fail to provide reliable 

electricity to its residents because operation, maintenance and trouble-shooting skills are 

missing for local engineers. Therefore, these skills will be essential for students to obtain 

when they graduate.  

Survey on the needs of Survey on 

the technical needs 

 Find out which stakeholders 

could answer such a question 

 Review bibliography 

 Try to identify the technical 

topics of interest that should be 

addressed 

 How important may be the 

managerial or market capacities 

 Should soft skills be addressed? 
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- Integration to the power grid: This will essentially help the students understand the most 

effective ways of integrating RES into the power grid, the potential technical issues and 

the limitations when apply RES in such power systems. 

- Energy Security for Isolated Areas: Energy security and reliability of power is of primary 

importance to customers in isolated areas. Students should be able to project demand accurately 

while they set plan and install energy systems. This will ensure energy security in isolated areas 

not just for the present but also for the years to come.  

- Energy Storage: Very often transportation of diesel or other fossil fuels for power generation in 

isolated areas can significantly increase the cost of generation. Apart from the cost the 

transporting of fuels for power generation can increase inconvenience for the operators of the 

isolated energy system. Therefore, most isolated areas will largely rely on renewable energy 

sources and sources of energy available on site for meeting their energy needs. Since most 

renewable energy sources are intermittent by their nature, energy storage will be essential to 

provide reliable and uninterrupted energy supply. Students should be able to efficiently size and 

operate energy storage systems. Sizing should be done accurately so that the storage is not 

oversized and thus lowering the cost of electricity supply. All storage options (batteries, hydrogen 

storage and pumped hydro storage) could be taught to the students. 

Not just electricity, but thermal storage of energy from solar water heaters in insulated tanks as 

well as solar thermal driers for drying products could also be a part of the curriculum.  

- Grid Infrastructure Design: Isolated systems will typically be small and therefore large grid 

infrastructure issues need not be the focus for students. Some items of large grid infrastructure 

may include phenomena in low loading and long-distance lines, or reactive power issues related 

to undersea cables interconnecting group of islands. However, smaller isolated systems, i.e., 

microgrids have their own challenge. Smaller systems are weaker than national grids and need 

special care to function well. For example, short circuit levels determined for a mainland system 

do not usually comply with the short circuit power for an Island. Simple short circuits in isolated 

areas can lead to black outs or equipment failure in isolated areas, therefore protection systems 

should be carefully selected. A cause of such faults may be the salinity of the area and the 

flashover of insulators. This was the initial scope of the TALOS infrastructure. 

Autonomous microgrid present significant fluctuation in frequency due to change in the demand-

supply balance. The smaller the power system the wider the fluctuations are expected to be. 

Therefore, to stabilize the demand and supply fluctuations Under Frequency Relay Scheme will 

be required. Insulation efficiency and types of materials used in isolated area energy 

infrastructure will increase the performance of such systems. Designing of grid infrastructure to 

maintain power quality and reduce distribution losses should be part of the curriculum design. 

These are some of the primary considerations that students must know so that they understand 

their responsibilities and the type of challenges they will face in their professional lives.  

- Energy Efficiency: Units saved at the end use in energy efficiency will have big savings in the 

energy supply. Education on energy efficiency will include different types of technologies and 

equipment that can save energy. Students must acquire the knowledge of basic concepts on 

resource efficiency, sustainable growth and green technologies, with special focus on the energy, 

tourism, transport and industry sector. Energy efficiency will essentially reduce customer 
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electricity bills, therefore students must also be able to example these concepts to the customers 

for their own savings in electricity bills. Lighting systems, pumps and drives and building 

automation can all part of energy efficiency gains. Apart from the clear economic benefits for end-

users, energy efficiency will help in peak load reduction, a common problem of isolated areas. 

- Investment Environment: To ensure successful implementation of renewable energy projects in 

isolated areas, students must understand the different types and funding environment of such 

projects. Historically, solar home systems and pico solar systems have seen majority of the 

funding and support from national and international donors. Students should be exposed to such 

models like Grameen Shakti in Bangladesh were microfinance led an entire industry to develop 

around isolated solar home systems. Energy pricing and collection of payments is key for 

successful operation of isolated plants. New pricing methods such as Pay-as-you-go (PAYG) and 

weekly collection of payments that has been deployed in Africa has been a major success.  

Students should be familiar about Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) and their operation model. 

Lastly, climate finance and other funding mechanisms that will be available for such projects 

should also be explained to students. Typical ideas on Grid Codes should be included as well. 

 

3. Survey on Lab Infrastructures and Distance Learning 

This study conducted a thorough literature review of the lab equipment and software. Table 2 indicates 

the equipment and table 3 indicates the software reviewed among MESfIA consortium.  

 

 

 
 

Table 2: Typical Lab Equipment and Type of Exercises among the MESfIA Consortium Members 

Area of interest  Laboratory Exercises  Typical 
Software Use  

Hardware 
support  

Transformers  Single-phase, three-phase transformers and 
autotransformers. No-load and short-circuit tests & 
loading characteristics.  

Power World  YES  

DC Motors  Study of various excitation types and corresponding 
torque-speed curves. Methods for starting, braking 
and controlling the speed-torque.  

Matlab-Simulink  YES  

When thinking about equipment and Infrastructure… 

 What are the hardware laboratory items used by other partners per teaching section? 

 Do we need software and if yes what type of software? Can we find free of charge? What 

are the similar tools used per topic category? 

 Could existing equipment be adapted to match the needs? 

 How much earlier should we start the equipment procurement? 

 How could distance learning tools be used in the training process? 

 Could we share expensive and difficult to use equipment with other partners? 

 More details on WP1.3 report 
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Area of interest  Laboratory Exercises  Typical 
Software Use  

Hardware 
support  

DC Generators  Study of various excitation types and corresponding 
loading characteristics., un-loaded generators  

Matlab-Simulink  YES  

Synchronous 
Machines  

Study of loading characteristics, mainly as a generator. 
Methods for synchronization with the grid.  

Matlab-Simulink/ 
Power World  

YES  

Asynchronous 
machines  

Study of loading characteristics as a motor/generator. 
Methods for starting, braking and controlling the 
speed-torque of single-phase and three-phase squirrel 
cage and wound rotor asynchronous machines.  

Matlab-Simulink  YES  

Transmission 
Systems  

Lines of various lengths-Loading, no loading tests, 
Characteristics of transmission line  

Power World  YES  

Building Efficiency  Energy efficiency in building envelope and systems 
(thermal, lighting)  

Auditing software  

Lighting  Simple Photo-technical exercises  Dialux  YES-Not all 
partners  

Electrical economy  Load demand analysis, Fuel consumption curves  Homer  Limited  

Photovoltaics  I-V characteristics, loading characteristics etc, 
Overview about Solar energy sources  

PV Syst  YES  

Wind Power  Wind potential analysis, Ways of measuring wind.  Retscreen  

Power system 
modeling  

Dynamic characteristics of power systems, load flow 
analysis  

Power World  

Power Electronics  Characteristics of Power electronic elements and 
structure-operation of power electronic converters 
(AC-DC, DC-DC, AC-AC, DC-AC).  

Matlab  YES  

Electrical 
Installations  

Electrical panels, lighting and plug circuits, simple 
automations systems for various applications  

AUTOCAD  YES  

High Voltage  1) Generation and measurement of AC high voltages, 
2) Generation and measurement of DC high 
voltages,3) Generation and measurement of impulse 
(L.I/S.I) high voltages, 4) Dielectric strength of short air 
gaps.5) Dielectric strength of insulating materials.  

OPERA  YES  

 

 
Table 3: Software Surveyed 

 Uses Name of software tools 

1 Renewable-Hybrid renewable systems modeling  Hybrid2 ,System Advisor Model (SAM), 
HOMER,IHOGA,RETScreen, PSIM’s Renewable Energy 

2 Power System Analysis Software PowerWorld Simulator Demo Version,DigSilent PowerFactory 
NEPLAN,PSCAD 
PSSE Siemens,PSIM SimCoupler (demo version) 
MATLAB/MATPOWER/MATDYN/MATACDC 
PSAT,OpenDSS 

3 PV system design  archelios ,BLUESOL, PV*SOL premium ,Pvsyst ,PV*SOL online  
PVGIS ,PVWatts Calculator ,SMA Sunny Design ,PV.MY 

4 Hydro system design  Alab, HPP-design, TURBNPRO,HYDROHELP,SMART Mini-Idro 
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 Uses Name of software tools 

5 Biomass systems design  Biogas World calculations online tool  

6 Energy saving/Energy audit HOME ENERGY SAVER 
TRANSYS 

7 Lighting DIALUX 

8 Refrigeration REFIPRO  

9 Compressor Selection Emerson Select 8 (for compressors selection)  

10 Power Electronics Software Power Electronics Simulation ,PSIM- SPICE 

11 System-level and control simulation  PSIM’s Motor Drive  

12 Energy Policy LEAP,OSeMOSYS 

13 Electrical and thermal system simulation Energy PLAN 

14 Energy Market Analysis PLEXOS  

15 LCA Analysis OpenLCA 

16 Optimization Tool CPLEX, LINDO,GAMS 

 

When trying to apply distance learning tools, there should be an investigation on which tools are more 

often used by the consortium co-operating within the setup of the MSc. Of particular interest are free of 

charge tools.  Our investigation in Task 1.3 has shown that the partners of MESfIA project usually use 

Moodle as a tool for distance learning. 

 

4. Survey on Similar Msc Programs in Europe and Asia 

A survey was conducted on similar MSc programs in Europe and Asia. A total of 193 universities in Europe 

and 26 universities in South East Asia and Island countries were identified as ones with courses of potential 

interest as thoroughly described in Report 1.4 of our project. Of these 219 universities, 18% of the 

universities offer course in island regions, while 82% were on the mainland.  
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Figure 6: Universities surveyed in Mainland and Islands 

 

In Europe, MSc programs from 29 countries were reviewed. A summary of the university courses in that 

match the MESfIA project activities from Europe is noted 

in Figure 7. Majority of courses are from Spain, while 

others include Slovenia, Hungary, Norway, Bulgaria, 

Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, Lithuania, Czech 

Republic, Estonia, Malta, Latvia, Slovak Republic, Finland 

and Luxembourg. 

18%

82%

Islands Mainland

 In which countries/areas do we expect to 

find similar MSCs or courses that could fit 

the new curricula? 

 Which regions may face similar problems? 

 Are there any similar MScs? 

 Which programs of your University mostly 

fit to the new or updated MSc? 

 What are the most relevant academic 

areas for the MSc 

 Is there any subject that could fit the needs 

of the curricula? 

 How are MScs structured? 

 What should be the duration of the 

studies? 

 Are there any other “peripheral” skills that 

should be provided to the students? 
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Figure 7: Number of MSc programs with potentially interesting courses in Europe 

 
 

Figure 8: Number of Universities Surveyed in Asia and Pacific 

The MSc in Europe, Asia and some selected (mostly island countries) of the world in the field of Energy 

share some common characteristics, as shown below: 

Spain; 50

Italy; 17

Portugal; 14

United 
Kingdom; 

14
Greece; 

12France; 9

Poland; 9

Roman…

Croatia; 6

Germany; 6

Cyprus; 4

Sweden; 4

Austria; 4

Ireland; 4

Others; 32
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Duration: Most Asian universities and most EU masters offer a 2 academic-year MSc program. In terms of 

credits, the European universities require 120 ECTS, while this number for South East Asian countries 

varies from 36 credits for Naresuan University to 48 credits Da Nang University. 

Types of course: Most MSc programs have certain credits/courses that are compulsory and some 

credits/courses that are elective course. The number of these vary from university to university. If the 

Program is offered as an interdepartmental program, then the number of elective credits is higher. Most 

universities teach some software to their students for their homework or lab sessions.  

Master Thesis: This research (thesis) is conducted for at least half of the semester, but usually it varies 

from one whole semester or even two whole semesters. 

Joint Degrees/Dual Degrees: In EU countries, this is very common. However, this is not very common in 

the Asian context. From the survey, it was noted that 9 joint/dual degrees in Energy in Europe currently 

operate, while there were only 1universities in Asia, more specifically in Thailand.  Additionally it is very 

common that two different departments or different schools mostly in the same region collaborate to 

provide MSC on Multi-disciplinary subjects. For instance a Chemistry department and a Mechanical 

Engineering Department can co-operate to provide courses on biomass and Hydrogen Economy. 

Content of Courses: Almost all Masters programs related to MESfIA project are offered under the 

electrical engineering or mechanical engineering departments. Courses on solar energy is widely included, 

while courses on wind and small hydro systems are fewer. Both EU universities and Asian universities have 

courses on smart grids and microgrids in their curricula. Energy from the point of view of management 

and financing is common in European universities but not as common in Asian universities. 

Course work 
From previous literature review and especially from WP1.4, it has been observed that there are two types 

of courses that most MSc programs around the world today offer, the required/compulsory courses and 

elective courses. For AIT the ratio is about 30% for the coursework credits.  

Required/Compulsory courses 

Required compulsory courses include courses that are basics or the very core of a subject. These are a set 

of courses that each student needs to complete to be able to successfully graduate. Such courses may 

vary according to the background/degree of the students  

Elective Courses 

These depend on the interest of the student, the background, the division, (if supported by the Msc 

curricula) and their thesis topic. The courses will support the development of focused areas which will 

later aid the student in conducting their thesis.  

Major/Minor Topics 

Instead of required and elective courses, some universities also offer courses in the form of major and 

minor. While Major and indicate that a particular course is the strength of the student while a minor topic 

is usually a smaller less intensive course/topic that the student has covered during his/her studies.  
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Research/Project/Thesis Study 
Most MSc courses that have been surveyed for this project indicate that research/thesis as a component 

of a MSc degree, while the number of credits for these vary across universities and countries. There are 

two types of research that can be primarily carried out:  

1. Experimental/Fieldwork 

For an experimental research/thesis work, students must set up their equipment in the lab and conduct 

experiments to verify their assumptions and test their theories, considering the uncertainties.  

For fieldwork, students need to go to the field and collect primary data, which they will then analyze and 

report in their thesis. This data collection can be done as surveys or in the form of installing sensors that 

will collect data. Sometimes, primary data can also be received from partners who collect data at the field. 

Whether experimental or fieldwork, both will be analysis and reflection of primary data collection.  

2. Simulation/Desk study 

Simulation or a desk study will essentially require secondary data which will be used to run models or 

software that will do the computing. The research/thesis will then be based on the simulated or optimized 

outcomes. Technical, techno-economic and policy analysis are some of the themes for desk study.  

A student can very often have both, experimental/fieldwork and a simulation/desk study for his/her study 

for different sections of their study. At the end of the research/thesis work, a comprehensive report will 

be required for graduation. The student must also have an oral exam with his/her research advisor and 

committee members and should be able to 

defend, explain and communicate the key 

findings.  

Laboratory – Hard and Soft 
Just like thesis work, there can be two 

types of laboratory sessions, hardware 

which include experiments and soft that 

include the skill development to use a tool 

or software. Both these lab sessions will be 

useful to give students a hands-on 

experience of what types of problem-

solving skills that they will require in the 

future.  

For the most efficient design and 

implementation of the curricula, MESfIA consortium in Deliverable D1.3 has identified that the steps to 

be followed for this purpose are: 
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Step 1 Conduct a survey of sellers who are selling the desired product and request quotations 
from them. Compare quotations and select the cheapest one but the one that delivers the 
desired quality of goods/services/maintenance help. 

Step 2 Prepare the purchase request form and attach the quotation/quotations and submit to 
OPIA after approval from the unit heads for further processing. 

Step 3 The purchase request will then be forwarded to the Office of Finance (OFIN) to check for 
sufficient funds in the project account. If sufficient funds are available, OFIN will re-forward 
the purchase request to OPIA.  

Step 4  OPIA will contact the seller and issue the purchase order. It will also find out the payment 
procedure from the seller and process the payment accordingly (cheque/bank transfer) after 
receiving the invoice. 

Step 5 The goods will be delivered to the project staff/unit that had placed the purchase request.  

 

Internships 
Internships offer an excellent opportunity for students to experience real life working environment and 

its associated challenges. For students taking up their careers in isolated areas, several possible internship 

options:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Field visits 
Field visits expose students to the real world. Field visits to standalone solar PV systems, microgrid with 

many sources, biomass energy systems should be included in the curriculum of their study. Such visits will 

expose students to the field challenges that they will need to overcome in their future carriers.  A typical 

example is the kick-off site visit to the TALOS Test Station. 

Industry: Internship 

industry will include 

the manufacturing of 

components for 

isolated energy 

systems giving a 

unique exposure to 

students. 

Power utilities and/or 

Microgrid: Utilities 

offer a range of 

possible exposure for 

students, including 

local distribution 

infrastructure planning 

and upgradation and 

billing and customer 

relations.  

 

NGOs/INGOS: Working 

with NGOs and INGOs 

could explore the socio-

economic side of 

electrification in isolated 

areas and its possible 

benefits to the local 

community in terms of 

gender issues, education 

opportunities and overall 

improvement in quality 

of life.  

 

Consulting Companies: 

Feasibility analysis and 

assessments are things 

that students could 

learn while carrying out 

their internships with 

consulting companies.  
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Figure 9 Field visit to Talos Infrastructure During the Kick-off meeting 
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Administrative Process 

Duration of program 
Most masters courses that were surveyed were 

for 2 years, which included 4 semesters. For the 

proposed - new and enhanced masters 

programs, it is proposed to have a 2 year 

program (with research). However, a 1 year 

program may also be considered. 

Number of Credits 
The EU has a robust credit transfer system with 

European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) with 

the enforcement of the Bologna Convention. A master’s program in the EU member states is 120 ECTS. 

This uniform credit system makes it very easy for joint programs and student exchange between then 

member states.  

In Asia, each country has different credit system, and often within one country itself there are variations. 

These discrepancies make it difficult for comparison and organise student exchange programs.  

The number of credits is usually based on the number of lecture hours, laboratory sessions and students’ 

self-study sessions. For each university, a set number of lecture hours, laboratory sessions and self-study 

hours make a 1 credit for them. Considering the ECTS as an example, 60 ECTS credits is the workload for 

a full-time student in on academic year, which is 1500-1800 hours for workload hours. Therefore 1 ECTS 

credit corresponds to 25-30 hours of work22. Figure 10 shows the typical European Credit System as 

applied in France. To be able to launch joint programs and student exchange a credit equivalence table 

should be made between universities to be able to justify the number of credits and workload hours of 

students. Each participating University will use their specific universities requirement of credits. 

Identification of Teaching /Support Staff 
To deliver lectures on isolated areas and help students conducting research, capable and knowledgeable 

teaching faculty will be required. Teaching staff must have updated knowledge of the current status of 

power in isolated areas, they should be fluent in topics like: energy resources, energy efficiency; building 

automation; renewable energy generation and integration; demand side management; microgrid 

infrastructure planning, operation and control; economics and social aspects of electrification of isolated 

areas. Lecturers from Electricity Utilities serving far flung areas, and others need to be identified. 

 

ADMISTRATIVE PROCESS SNAPSHOT 

The key considerations are: 

– Number of Credits (Courses, Semester, Full 

program) 

– Accreditation process/time 

– Will additional personnel be needed to run 

the MSc? If yes, timely schedule his/her 

contract. 

– Very Important! Consider time-consuming 

approvals. 
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Figure 10 -Typical flow from Secondary to postgraduate Education in France (typical European) 

 

Process for approval and timelines 
Launching a new/enhanced program will always require time and number of efforts from the faculty 

members and support staff. The table 4 gives the typical time durations required for successfully starting 

anew program and their time lime. 

For the MESFIA consortium, the activities for implementation must start from August 2019. 
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Table 4: Activities and Timeline for New/Enhanced Program 

 Activity Duration M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 

1 Learning outcomes of the new 
program 

1 month             

2 Preparing curriculum outline 
and relevant topics to be 
covered 

2 months             

3 Checking existing course topics 
and required new modules, 
courses and thesis topic ideas  

2 months             

4 Adding lab exercises, 
assignments and reading 
material 

4 months             

5 Approvals from required 
authority 

6 months             

6 Procurement of new equipment 6 months             

7 Promotion/dissemination of 
new/enhanced program 

6-8 months             
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Indonesia 

The National Accreditation Agency for Higher Education (Badan Akreditasi Nasional Perguruan Tinggi) is 

primarily responsible higher education accreditation. Other organizations such as ABET (US), Engineering 

Council (UK), and JABEE (Japan) also support program accreditation in Indonesia23. Additionally, a 

voluntary-based accreditation board in engineering education, i.e. IABEE-Indonesian Accreditation Board 

on Engineering Education), has been established in 2017 and approved as provisional signatory member 

of Washington Accord in 2019. The establishment of internationally equivalent accreditation board IABEE 

and its nomination to be the provisional signatory member of Washington Accord is supported by JABEE 

and ABET24. This voluntary outcome-based accreditation system is now only available for undergraduate 

program. 

Thailand In Thailand, the Ministry of Education accredits courses and programs for all Thai universities. 

Additionally, other US organizations can also accredit courses and programs. But accreditation by the 

Ministry of Education in Thailand is required otherwise degrees awarded will not be valid25.  

Vietnam 

The Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) understands that a robust higher education quality 

assurance system in Vietnam will help to create trust among higher education institutions, both in 

Vietnam and in other countries26. This trust supports collaboration between higher education institutions 

around credit transfers, student exchange, research, and qualifications recognition. Quality assurance 

(QA) for higher education has been a Vietnamese government priority since 2003 when the General 

Department of Education Testing and Accreditation (GDETA) was set up under the Minister of Education 

and Training (MOET)27. GDETA has become a member of the Asia - Pacific Quality Network (APQN), the 

International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE), and the ASEAN 

Quality Assurance Network (AQAN)28.In the legislation regarding accreditation, there is the requirement 

CURRICULUM APPROVAL & ACCREDITION 

Example from Naresuan University 

Curriculum Approval 

– Assign the committee of curriculum drafting and curriculum critique by University. 

– Review existing courses or construct a new course, define learning outcomes by committee. 

– Review the draft curriculum by curriculum critique committee. 

– Get approval from Faculty level, University Academic Affairs Committee & university council 

– Submit the curriculum to Office of Higher Education Commission (OHEC). 

Accreditation 

– Faculty select the appropriate accreditation system such as OHEC system, AUN-QA, ABET etc. 

– Curriculum committee arrange data collection, meetings, self-assessment report writing 

according to selected standard. 

– External assessors from selected accreditation system visit/evaluate the curriculum. 

– Faculty submits the result of accreditation to President office/University Council/OHEC. 
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that the interested University can verify the required conditions for lecturers, facilities, equipment, 

libraries, textbooks, scientific research activities and international cooperation to open the training 

program for the master program and that has the necessary human resources to run the project. If the 

legislation provisions can apply, then within 30- working days after receiving a complete dossier the 

accreditation is provided. 

European Union  

In the European Union, European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) ensures 

quality assurance in higher education and disseminating information. Under ENQA, it has developed the 

Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG) that provide 

guidance on the higher education standards1. 

An example comes from France, the accreditation procedure for institutions replaces the accreditation of 

diplomas. For each curricula proposed, there is review of the pedagogical, organizational and financial 

aspects. The institution that defines its training strategy must also demonstrate its ability to deploy it. 

The accreditation considers the national evaluation conducted by HCERES and should be given in the light 

of an overall description of the training offer of each Higher Education Institution. The denominations of 

each License, License Professional and Master benefit from a national framework. Any proposal of 

mention should be accompanied by a list of standard courses whose name will appear on the diploma. 

 

  

                                                           
1 https://enqa.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/ESG_2015.pdf 

https://enqa.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/ESG_2015.pdf
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Academic Matters 

Preparation of Course Material 
The preparation of the course material is at the 

very core of the MSc program. It is here that the 

development of power point presentations, 

assignments and laboratory experiments will be 

carried out. Key topics for isolated areas should 

include: Renewable energy resources 

assessment, Converter’s Design and Operation, 

Microgrid Design and Operations, Intelligent 

Energy Systems (more automation for better 

way to control fluctuations in intermittent sources and consumptions along with optimal energy resource 

utilizations), Renewable Energy Generation and Integrations, Energy Conservation, Project Development 

and Finance,  and other relevant topics.  

The type of learning outcomes that students must have include: 

- Knowledge of the various types of resources (solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, diesel generator, 

fuel cell) for the different types of isolated areas (islands, remote, forest areas). 

- Knowledge and understanding of technological systems to optimize the isolated energy systems  

- Appropriate understanding of converter’s operation and microgrid distribution system including 

knowledge on electrical power engineering etc. 

- Methods to carry out an economic and financial analysis of projects for isolated areas 

- Social impacts and benefits of microgrids in isolated areas including different types of policy 

incentives. 

Through the different courses and learning materials prepared, these the above learning outcomes should 

be achieved by the students.  

Special Lectures 
Special lectures should be organized as this will give students an opportunity to explore different topics 

within isolated areas that other experts around the world are working on. If the special lecturer is from 

the industry/utilities, it will allow students to have a first-hand account of the multiple directions the 

power industry is investing in and focusing on. Lastly, they will also be able to network and ask questions 

which will ensure they are actively participating in their learning process.  

Exams/Quizzes 
Exams form an integral part of student evaluation. They help in not only grading students but also provide 

feedback to the teaching staff on the overall comprehension of the students for a given class. Therefore, 

exams need to be designed in such a way that they reflect simple comprehension questions that most 

students will be able to answer as well as deeper questions and more complex problems that only 

students with a greater understanding will be able to answer.  
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There can be different types of exam formats, closed book exam and open book exam. Closed book exams 

can be used to test the conceptual understanding of topics, where the students are expected to answer 

questions from their overall knowledge, reflections and basic understanding. The open book format can 

be used to for problem solving that include large equations which are difficult to memorize. A combination 

of all these formats could also be used, for an overall exam to include conceptual problems and numerical 

problems.  

Before the exams test the knowledge of students, quizzes can be used as a checkpoint to gage the 

comprehension of students. Once a module has been completed, quizzes can be given to students to 

check how well they have understood the finished module. Quizzes ensure early feedback to correct 

course of action and close gaps between the content taught and the content retained by students.  

Both quizzes and exams can have different types of question format; including multiple choice, short 

answers, long answers and even diagram making for certain topics. Ideally a combination of all these types 

of questions should be used in quizzes and exams. Quizzes and exams are very important for evaluating 

student performance and giving feedback to the teaching faculty of the degree of retention and 

understanding of the overall topic.  

Quizzes are usually voluntarily done by faculty to gage the class performance, while exams are usually 

mandated and required by the university. For a given course, there can be multiple times for exam, usually 

mid-term and final exam. These are decided by the academic head and announced beforehand.  

Evaluation procedure 
The evaluation procedure to grade students on their overall performance, aptitude, interest, quality of 

work, quality of work, grasp of the topic and problem-solving skills. There are usually two types of 

procedures, one on students taking coursework and one on students pursuing their research study/thesis.  

Coursework 

The typical things that will be evaluated for students pursuing coursework are: 

- Class performance: Active class participating includes participating in discussion and asking 

questions, which indicate the interest, aptitude and overall comprehension of the topic.  

- Assignments/Presentations: Assignments require extra reading, problem solving and 

synthesizing of information to answer a set of questions. The efforts students put highlight the 

quality of work, quantity of work and problem-solving skills. Assignments could also be given as 

individual or group presentations. For presentations, communication skills, clarity of presentation 

and teamwork (wherever applied) need to be evaluated.  

- Quizzes: This will assess overall class learning. 

- Midterm/Final Exam: These usually are given maximum weight in the overall evaluation process 

and is primarily used to grade students  

Thesis/Research study 

The typical items that will be evaluated for students pursuing thesis/research study are: 
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- Report: The report will include demonstrate the quantity of work done, the quality of work done, 

the understanding of concepts and clarity and methodology of the study.  

- Presentation: The final defense/presentation will feature the overall understanding of the 

student, presentation skills and the ability to defend the study.  

- Plagiarism check report: To make sure that the final report by the student is original and stands 

within the acceptable limit of similarity index, a plagiarism check is required. This report will 

confirm the originality of the work. Typical software for this purpose is Turnitin29 

Grading System  
The grading system determines how well students have fared in their examination, assignments, term 

paper and laboratory sessions. This can be either done at an absolute or relative grading system (among 

students). The system also varies across countries and table 5 indicates the % or score and the equivalent 

grade in the US system. Grade equivalence is essential for mobility of students from one country to 

another, to judge the performance of the students. Some postgraduate programs have as pass grade 

values higher than 60% of the highest grade. 

Table 5:  Grade Equivalence of the MESfIA Consortium Countries 

Country Country Grade US Equivalent 

Greece 8-10 
6-7.9 
5-5.9 
0-4.9 

A 
B 
C 
F 

France 14-20 
12-13 
10-11 
8-9 
7-1.9 
Below 7 

A 
B+/A- 
B-/B 
C-/C/C+ 
D-/D/D+ 
F 

Spain 10 (matricula de honor)  
9–9.9 (sobresaliente) 
7–8.9 (notable)  
5–6.9 (aprobado) 
0–4.9 (suspenso) 
No presentado  

A 
A 
B+ 
B- 
F 
Student dropped course 

United Kingdom First 70-100 
Upper Second 60-69 
Lower Second 50-59 
Third 40-49 
Pass 39-30 
Fail less than 30 

A 
A-/B+ 
B 
B- 
C 
F 
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Country Country Grade US Equivalent 

Vietnam 8-10, Excellent  
6-7, Good 
5, Pass 
0-4, Fail 

A 
B 
C 
F 

Indonesia A (91-100)  
A- (86-90) 
B+ (81-85) 
B (76-80)  
B- (71-75) 
C+ (66-70) 
C (61-65) 
D (50-60) 
E (<50) 
F (nonattendance) 

A 
B+/A 
B+/A 
B/B+ 
B 
C+ 
C+ 
C+ 
F 
F  

Thailand A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Source: https://www.unco.edu/cie/study-abroad/pdf/for-students/grade-equivalencies.pdf 

Graduation Requirements 
There can be several graduation requirements and criteria that students need to fulfill before they are 

asked to graduate: 

- Course Grade: All students need to obtain a minimum course grade for being eligible for 

graduation. This grade will depend on the participating universities and their minimum 

requirements. 

- Thesis Grades: Students must obtain a minimum passing grade to be eligible for graduation. 

- English Requirement: When the medium of instruction is English, a minimum IELTS/TOEFL 

equivalent is minimum for the students to graduate.  

- Internship Requirement: A few universities also include internships requirements for graduation. 

This will include a 3-6months internship period that the student must complete before s/he is 

eligible for graduation.  

In addition to all the academics listed in the above lists, students must also clear financial 

requirements and other library and accommodation requirements.   

https://www.unco.edu/cie/study-abroad/pdf/for-students/grade-equivalencies.pdf
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Student Enrolment & Scholarships 
Just having the best courses and trained faculty is not enough, the number of student enrollment is key, 

especially when the program is new. To have promising students in the program, scholarships and 

financial aid is essential.  

Target market and its characterization 
There are different types of students that a masters program in Isolated areas can serve, these include: 

1. Fresh graduates 

Young graduates will be new to the field and have 

no prior experience. For them, the program should 

be interesting and challenging as this MSc will be a 

stepping stone to their professional career. It must 

almost give them a direction to their future 

employment prospective, potential employers and 

types of employment that they will be eligible and 

suited for.  

2. Early-mid career professionals 

These professionals will be looking to pursue an MSc for new and upgrading their skills and be relevant 

with changing technological advances. As these students will already know the basics, the MSc program 

must give them granular and technical knowledge to really enhance their understanding of the topics. 

Solving complex technical issues is not just what they are looking for, leadership qualities are also what 

they will need. Through this MSc, they will be looking to enrich their CV for either a promotion or a job 

change. 

Self-paying cohort 
Paying for a Masters education can be tough, especially in developing countries. Assistance should be 

provided by the partner universities for them to pursue their education.  

- Fellowship/Scholarship: To help deserving students on the financial front, universities could 

provide university sponsored scholarships or fellowships that can cover the entire or partial 

tuition, registration, laboratory fees, library fees etc. This will reduce the financial burden on 

meritorious students and help them taking up and focusing on their studies. 

- Student Assistantship: For students who are already enrolled and are finding it financially hard to 

support themselves, student assistantships could be a way to help them with financial issues. In 

their free time, they could help in ongoing research projects and earn at standard hourly rates. 

This could help in covering their daily expenses and living costs.  

Participation from government and public sector 
Providing clean, reliable accessible energy for all is a global goal and governments are supporting this 

initiative. A number of government agencies and ministries would find this of particular interest: 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 

– Who are the potential students 

(government, private sector & others; 

fresh and mid-career professionals)? 

– Who are the potential donors of 

scholarships or equipment? 
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- Power Ministry and Renewable Energy Ministry: These ministries are mandated to provide power 

for all including isolated areas, therefore they will be not only interested but should also be 

consulted for curriculum design. They could assist in identification of skill and knowledge gap of 

fresh graduates. These ministries will primarily look into the power generation side.  

- Power utilities of Different Countries: Utilities and distribution companies are the ones that set 

up the transmission and distribution network. They also interact with consumers and lead the 

billing and payment infrastructure. To enhance their human resources in the electricity sector, 

they will need electrical engineers who are highly proficient in power transmission and 

distribution networks. They will also need professionals that understand the electricity markets 

to set up and maintain efficient billing. These companies would sponsor their staff members to 

study and enhance their skills and understanding of new technologies, and emerging solutions for 

the electricity markets.  

- Ministry of Rural Development and Skills Development: Electricity access to isolated areas is not 

simply about connections. Access to electricity enhances the social, cultural and personal lives of 

people. Access is closely linked with rural development for the Asian context. Rural development 

ministries of this region would be interested in the MESfIA project as electricity directly nurtures 

development.  

Participation from private sector 
Not just governments but the MESfIA project activities will be of great interest to the private sector, 

especially renewable energy developers and private utilities. 

- Renewable energy developers: Renewable energy developers could focus on isolated areas  

- Private Power/utilities: private utilities, just like government utilities will need staff that are 

trained in power transmission and distribution. Therefore, they could also become scholarship 

donors and sponsors for their staff.  

- Universities/Research Institutes: Other universities interested in collaborating under this project. 

Scholarship from Donors 
Energy access is a global goal and several agencies are supporting this SDG7. These include local 

governments, national government, aid agencies and multilateral banks. Potential list of donors could 

include in Table 6. These are some of the potential donors that could be contacted and potential 

collaboration with them for scholarships could be explored.  
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Table 6: Examples of Potential Donors in Selected Countries 

Aid Agencies National Governments of Asian 
Countries 

International Organizations/ 
Foundations 

Private Sector 

- Spanish Agency for 
International Development 
Cooperation - Spain 

- Department for 
International Development 
(DFID), UKAID - UK 

- Agence Française de 
Développement (AFD) – 
France 

- Agent Universitaire de la 
Francophon (AUF) 

- Swedish International 
Development Co-operation 
Agency (SIDA) 

- Norwegian Agency for 
Development Cooperation 
(NORAD) 

- Indonesia Endowment Fund for 
Education - lpdp – Indonesia  

- RISTEK Dikti – Indonesia  
- Ministry of Education and Training 

Vietnam – Vietnam 
- Bhutan Electricity Authority  
- Alternative Energy Promotion 

Centre – Nepal  
- Department of Science and 

Technology DOST - Philippines  
- Thailand International Cooperation 

Agency (TICA) 
- Her Royal Highness Princess Maha 

Chakri Siridhorn Charity Fund 
(Thailand) 

- Office of the Civil Service 
Commission (Thailand) 

- Ministry of Energy (Thailand) 
- Ministry of Higher Education, 

Science, Research and Innovation 
(Thailand) 

- Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) 

- World Bank (WB) 
- Global Sustainable 

Electricity Partnership 
(GSEP) 

- Hans Seidel Foundation 
 

- Schneider Electric 
- Bangchak Corporation Public 

Company Limited 
- B Grimm 
- PTT Public Company Limited 
- VINGROUP 
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Dissemination and Promotion 
With the accessibility of information on the internet, prospective students are bombarded with 

information. This can be an advantage for universities as it gives them a platform to disseminate 

information about their new/enhanced program. Therefore, promotion should be actively carried out for 

the MESfIA project.  

As soon as the overall curriculum has been finalized, universities must advertise their new/enhanced 

programs on their respective websites, Facebook pages, Twitter handles or LinkedIn. 

Specifically: 

 Website should include all the necessary information of the new MSc program. The most 

important information that a website should include are: an overview of the program, the 

structure, admissions, curriculum description, fees and funding, life at the university, career 

impact, connect with us. 

 The social media should update their pages regularly. Also conferences, workshops or news 

regarding the energy industry should be promoted through universities pages in order to highlight 

the importance of the MSc. Furthermore, photos or links from MSc activities should also be posted 

on social media accounts in order to increase the engagement of viewers. 

 MESfIA website should also include links with the MSc descriptions from the universities. 

 Leaflets describing the MSc, its courses and the career opportunities are also needed. 

 Dissemination of the news will then propagate and students, alumni and other stakeholders that follow 

these accounts will come to know about the new/enhanced programs.  University newsletters that are 

sent monthly or bi-monthly could include details of the new/enhanced programs. This way, subscribers 

to the newsletters would also get the necessary information.  

Information on the MESFIA project is available here: Website, Twitter and Facebook. The consortium of 

universities will be sharing information on the new/enhanced masters programs on the following 

department/university links: 

Table 7: Promotion of the MESfIA project by Consortium Members 

University Website Twitter Facebook 

Asian Institute of Technology https://eecc.ait.ac.th/ https://twitter.c
om/eeccait?lang
=en 

https://www.facebook.com/
EECCAIT/ 

Naresuan University https://eng.nu.ac.th N/A https://www.facebook.com/
Faculty-of-Engineering-
Naresuan-University-
141363602637904/ 

Nong Lam University https://en.hcmuaf.edu.
vn/ 

N/A N/A 

https://www.mesfia.eu/
https://twitter.com/Mesfia_Project?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Eembeddedtimeline%7Ctwterm%5Eprofile%3AMesfia_Project&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mesfia.eu%2Findex.php%2Fcontact%2F
https://www.facebook.com/Mesfia/?hc_ref=ARQzsUOePw1z50_JV1cEo8RfzW2xRnf_FOIDT78YWr-wxKVwtqsIZE42GsM_ag87pJ0&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDA3JYbByw_7pGISkmFn_ZDfWjAO_BZDpIQIzYhT_U6137chsy_4bopBV_L65lwcAguI0lw7s8Y_AJLHcNbWClCF8J-PiQ9T8YK0rwXI1n-BcjXreC9iTYG96ANEXnEId7WG7D8NSBoKeQJyKB-FaGpEUMUBqDVHAGs0PawVGldL6X377L0VVoysyS51_jmvN5rUwi0hzxXJjzrazHEuYLUMnir3Jl9FH_ekFK6ClBMkoADlf0qmjSh1jRXrO6S2OTlzcPiSc2nf5_ZZjdhS85z8SwYX15rZSzRwj9DkhzHKLUd9_-SM807luvwS8_O8K2RMVHZO8kWizmUriybZWAtSO4k&__tn__=kC-R
https://eecc.ait.ac.th/
https://twitter.com/eeccait?lang=en
https://twitter.com/eeccait?lang=en
https://twitter.com/eeccait?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/EECCAIT/
https://www.facebook.com/EECCAIT/
https://en.hcmuaf.edu.vn/
https://en.hcmuaf.edu.vn/
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University Website Twitter Facebook 

University of Da Nang http://www.udn.vn/en
glish 
http://ute.udn.vn/defa
ult.aspx 

https://twitter.c
om/daihocdana
ng 

https://www.facebook.com/
CLB.UTE.MEDIA/ 

Bandung Institute of Technology https://stei.itb.ac.id/id
/MESfIA_itb 

https://twitter.c
om/MESfIA_itb 

https://www.facebook.com/
MESfIA.itb.id 

Universitas Gadjah Mada http://jteti.ugm.ac.id N/A https://www.facebook.com/
pg/Jurusan-Teknik-Elektro-
Fakultas-Teknik-UGM-
71865227581/posts/ 

 

The final workshop and other workshops planned for this project will be avenues to involve and include 

stakeholders and other potential donors. A brief presentation should be conducted to relevant 

stakeholders in order to promote the MSc to them. Stakeholders could disseminate the MSc then to 

energy sector employees.  

http://www.udn.vn/english
http://www.udn.vn/english
http://ute.udn.vn/default.aspx
http://ute.udn.vn/default.aspx
https://twitter.com/daihocdanang
https://twitter.com/daihocdanang
https://twitter.com/daihocdanang
https://www.facebook.com/CLB.UTE.MEDIA/
https://www.facebook.com/CLB.UTE.MEDIA/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jurusan-Teknik-Elektro-Fakultas-Teknik-UGM-71865227581/posts/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jurusan-Teknik-Elektro-Fakultas-Teknik-UGM-71865227581/posts/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jurusan-Teknik-Elektro-Fakultas-Teknik-UGM-71865227581/posts/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jurusan-Teknik-Elektro-Fakultas-Teknik-UGM-71865227581/posts/
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Employment of Graduates 
For universities, employment of their graduates is key not only to show their relevance and societal impact 

but also to attract new enrollment. Graduates will need to fit into the energy sector to be able to find 

rewarding careers while universities focus on serving target places where graduates seek employment. 

Internships can be entry points to long tern jobs and careers.  

Student job market, where do they go? 
Tracking alumni employment history can give a feedback on the type of jobs and positions they are in. 

This will reflect on how successful a certain program is. Constant contact with alumni will be essential in 

order to maintain sustainability of the postgraduate program. Surveys can be sent out to them annually 

to check the status of graduates. These questionnaires need to be short so that busy alumni can fill in 

quickly and do not ignore it. Annex A has a sample questionnaire. 

Once such answers to questionnaires have been received, the institution can track the career 

development of their graduates. It is better if these questionnaires are sent by the department or a 

particular faculty, so that alumni reply. If this is done at the institute level, alumni often tend to ignore.  

Industry Partnerships 
Industry partnership is essential for the long-term 

sustainability of the MESFIA project. Industry partners will 

be required to review the curriculum and suggest 

additional topics that are of their interest so that they can 

be included in the courses. Their partnership will be 

valuable as students can either get employment at the 

end of their education with our industry partners or can 

also take up internship opportunities. In future if industry 

partners value the curriculum, teaching methods they can 

also sponsor their staff members to study degrees with 

the consortium universities. Industry experts could also be invited for special lectures and form external 

experts for the thesis/project/research committee of students (wherever this is allowed) to feed in their 

experience and inputs to the overall understanding of energy supply for isolated areas.  

The types of industry partners could include: 

  

KEY PARTNERSHIPS 

– Strong Industry Partnerships with: 

Industry Manufacturers, Power 

Generating Companies/Developers, 

Power grid/utilities, Consulting 

Companies etc. 

– Government Partnerships for 

environmentally sensitive areas 
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Government partnerships 
Isolated areas are very often under government protection and sometimes even require special 

permissions to access. This makes local and national governments key stakeholders for energy access in 

isolated areas. Partnership with governments could help in student recruitment as state employees could 

become students of the new/enhanced programs. This would help in human resource development of 

the national government and support energy access to isolated areas within the given country.    

Power Generating 

Companies/Developers: 

Partnership with off grid 

solar developers, 

geothermal developers 

can help students 

understand on the 

ground challenges.  

 

Power grid/utilities: 

The persons from 

these utilities can 

help to know 

operational as well as 

design issues in 

micro/isolated grids. 

 

Industry Manufacturers: 

Component manufacturers 

such as wind generators, 

solar PV modules, biomass 

furnaces, and power 

converters can be 

employees for the MEFSIA 

program graduates.  

Consulting Companies: 

This partnership will help 

students understand 

some of the economic 

and financial problems 

that need to be solved to 

supply electricity to 

isolated areas.  
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Feedback, Monitoring & Regular Upgrading of Curriculum & Teaching 

Material  
To better understand whether the MSc program in isolated areas is fulfilling the desired outcome, timely 

feedback is not only important but should be made mandatory. Feedback can be received from students, 

alumni, partners/donors, teaching faculty and support staff.  

Inputs from stakeholders  
Table 8 indicates the different type of feedback that can be provided by different stakeholders on the 

process of running the program, curriculum teaching methods and content, and the employability of 

graduates.  

Table 8: Types of Feedback from Different Stakeholders 

 Admin Process Related 
to the Program 

Curriculum and 
Course content 

Employability of 
graduates 

Students ✔ ✔  

Alumni  ✔ ✔ 

Partners  ✔ ✔ 

Faculty ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Support Staff ✔   

 

Feedback and Monitoring Mechanism 
To receive feedback from students, faculty and support staff, an end of semester survey can be designed 

to check the overall satisfaction on materials and delivery with the university stakeholders. For receiving 

feedback from alumni and government/private partners, survey forms can be sent out to them annually 

for their reflections and suggestions. 

Once the feedback is received from university stakeholders they should be compiled and discussed in 

internal meetings to rectify any recurring problems cited by faculty, students and staff. Problems could be 

addressed through discussions or consultation with other faculty members for their inputs.  

Collection of alumni and external stakeholder feedback must also be complied and discussed internally. 

Corrective measures and other additional activities need to be carried out to address the stated issues.  
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Collaborative Program Development 
To make best use of the MESFIA Consortium, collaboration and student exchange among participating 

universities will lead to mutual benefits. For students it will allow mobility and support their development 

and interactions with students from other universities. For faculty and staff, it could lead to joint research, 

publications and participating in conferences.  

Since each university will receive grants for equipment/software purchases, instead of everyone buying 

the same equipment, a resource pooling/sharing approach could benefit all. This means students can 

travel for their research to a partner university where there is the desired equipment for this 

research/thesis study. This will ensure efficient use of grant resources.  

Credit equivalence and transfer system 
If student transfer must take place, a credit equivalence table should be drafted for partner universities 

so that it facilitates and justified the time spent by students in partner universities.  

Table 9: Credit Equivalence of Asian Partners with ECTS 

Partner Credit ECTS Credit 

1 ITB credit  = 3.3 ECTS 

1 UGM credit  = 3.3 ECTS 

1 AIT credit  = 2.5 ECTS 

1 NU credit = 1.5 ECTS 

1 UD credit = 1 ECTS 

Joint Programs& Double Degrees 
Joint programs among the consortium universities will ensure collaboration opportunities for students, 

staff and faculty members of partnering universities. It will increase the exposure of students and allow 

them to understand the different dimensions and challenges of electrifying isolated areas.  

Program Language 
The consortium spans three countries in Asia and four languages of instruction - English, Thai, Bahasa 

Indonesia and Vietnamese. To make best use of faculty and laboratory resources, joint activities could be 

considered. For example, joint programs within the countries, for example, between ITB and UGM will 

not require any special consideration to language or credit adjustments. However, cross country joint 

programs need to be in English. The following institutions have indicated their interest in joint programs:  

Minimum Standards for Joint Programs  
- Application centralization: Students should be able to apply to a centralized application system 

so that it will be easier for all institutions in charge to sort out and offer to deserving candidates. 

Such a system should be put in place and terms of reference of how the screening of applications 

should be done should also be laid out by participating institutions.  
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- GPA: The minimum passing GPA should be agreed by the participating institutions. 

- Credit: The credit equivalence table needs to be followed for the joint programs. However, how 

many credits from which university still need 

to be agreed upon by the participating 

universities.  

- Duration: The maximum duration by which 

students need to complete their Masters must 

also be pre-decided by the participating 

universities.  

- Mobility/Semester Planning: Participating 

universities need to plan on where the 

students will go for their coursework (full or 

partial proportion) and where they will go for 

their research study (full or partial 

proportion).   

- Credit Planning: The total number of credits 

for courses and the total number of credits 

from thesis/project/research study should be 

agreed upon by the participating institutions. 

- Thesis/project/research Committee details: For research supervision, who will be the committee 

members and how much time and support they will provide to the students must also be noted. 

- Degree certificate: Lastly, how will the degree certificate and transcripts will look like must also 

be decided by the participating universities.  

  

Example from Indonesians Universities 

ITB, Indonesia has MoUs with European and 

Asian universities that facilitate double-

degree programs, student exchange, credit 

transfer/earnings, etc. The Ministry of 

Research and Higher Education has recently 

introduced nation-wide student exchange 

programs to enhance and spread the quality 

of higher education, which primarily includes 

credit earning/ transfers.  

Under this MESfIA project, ITB and UGM have 

expressed their interest to collaborate in the 

new master program. 
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Summary 
There are many elements that need to come together for a MSc program on Energy Supply for isolated 

areas to work. Some of the essential elements to make this successful and sustainable are listed below: 

1. Time planning 

Starting a new/enhanced program will need time 

planning for all its activities. Specially, the procurement of 

equipment and the approval from the necessary 

authorities have elaborate procedures and requirements 

to be fulfilled.  It is important to start the process early 

and work closely with the required departments so that 

the MSc programs can begin on time.   

2. Solid Curriculum and Innovative Pedagogical 

Skills 

The curriculum should be relevant to today’s challenges so that graduating students can take up careers 

in the energy supply in isolated areas. It must cover technical aspects of electrification, but also include 

modules on socio-economic and environmental modules for a holistic understanding of the subject. 

Innovative methods of pedagogy such as group learning, presentation making, discussions, debates and 

serious games should be deployed for overall student learning. Apart from the subject, the students must 

also be encouraged to question, think critically, express concretely and use their cognitive minds to 

understand, explore, challenge and resolve issues for energy supply in isolated areas.  

3. Exposure of Students 

The students following the course should be given wide exposure during their study. These include 

seminars from external experts, internships opportunities with various companies, field visits to nearby 

installation and exciting laboratory experiments for students to immerse themselves with the field of 

energy supply for isolated areas. Attending conferences and exchange programs between universities 

could also enlarge their understanding of the topic. The students should be encouraged to co-operate 

with their tutors in order to write papers for conferences/journals. 

4. Active Promotion 

Information dissemination is an important activity that will be carried out under the MESfIA project. This 

will allow all stakeholders, students, alumni, well-wishers and other followers to know the new/enhanced 

courses that will be available. Prospective students will then come to know about the program. Active 

promotion will be needed for increasing the application and enrolment of students for the program.  

5. Partnership with Stakeholders and Commitments from Partners 

Be it the local/national/regional government, private sector, NGOs/INGOs, the MESfIA consortium must 

network with a wide audience in order to get their interest and partnership for this project. Strong 

partnerships could encourage employees from partners to study the new/enhanced programs. Such 

partnerships could also generate scholarships and internship opportunities for students. Lastly, 

employment after finishing the program could also be ensured for graduating students. Collaboration 

PARAMETERS FOR SUCCESS 

- Time Planning 

- Innovative Curriculum 

- Student Exposure 

- Active Dissemination 

- Commitment & Strong Partners 
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could lead to future research and training opportunities for the MESfIA consortium members.  
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Annex A 
Sample Questionnaire to be sent to Alumni Annually  

SECTION 1: Personal Details 

1. Please provide initials 

2. Age 

3. Gender 

4. City and Country of Residence 

5. Country of Origin 

6. Highest Degree Awarded 

SECTION 2: CURRENT EMPLOYMENT  

1. Current Employer 

2. Current Industry: Academic/Government/Private Sector 

3. Position 

4. Number of Years working with Current Employer 

5. Satisfied with Current Employer? Y/N 

6. Total Number of Years of Experience 

SECTION 3: EDUCATION BENEFITS 

1. Year of Graduation from “Name of Institution” 

2. Degree Awarded at “Institution” - MSc, MEng or PhD 

3. How has “Institution” helped you in your career? (Check all that apply) 

a. Broaden Your Understanding on the topic 

b. Built Contacts and Network 

c. Advance Career or Get a Promotion  

4. Any suggestions? - Please comment 
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